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The importance of design and technology has moved me to get a commercial arts  
education at Platt College. I am now able to combine my love for design with  
my entrepreneurial spirit. My mission is to help clients solve problems and provide design 
that represents a brand perfectly. This will be achieved by assisting clients to become 
modern with not only branding, graphics, and print needs, but with custom responsive 
websites attached to easy hosting plans.
 
This portfolio contains select projects done for school and freelance work.   
Most projects required Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign due to the need  
for manipulation of color, vector based imagery, and printing requirements. 

Patrick Haggerty
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BRAND STYLE GUIDE

This is the “Great Hue” visual style guide which  
provides a set of rules and guidelines for future  
designers under the brand. “Great Hue” is just an idea 
of a personal design studio. The booklet contained  
various sections to provide examples of what font  
and display is required for future publications.  
Some things I included were brand description and 
identity, logo use and sizing requirements, typefaces 
for body and title use, and allowable color use.

To accomplish the logo, I created various designs for 
different sizes in Illustrator. Photoshop was used for 
mock-ups and making sure images were ready for 
high quality print. InDesign was used for the prepa-
rations, pages, paragraph and character styles, and 
export for a CMYK print ready document.

The final product included a several page booklet 
giving clear direction to the next artist who has to care 
for the brand.
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MERCEDES FUTURE FLYERS

The objective of this school project was to create two 
different flyers for a product of some sort. I decided it 
was my opportunity to create a fictitious product that 
will at some point become real. I enjoyed this design 
because I was able to come up with different ideas  
on how applications will be accessed in the future.  
One rough came out with the hud inside the arm, but 
that introduced too much confusion in the end goal.

I found a good-looking Mercedes image to reference 
for the shape of the vehicle. For a future model, I decid-
ed to then change the shape to something taller.
Illustrator was used for all logos and for all of the vari-
ations of huds; Photoshop for the majority of vehicle 
and hand work; InDesign was then used to prepare the 
whole flyer using layers and typography. 

The final product included two variations of my hand 
holding the phone - one vertically and one horizontally.
I was then able to make two social media image posts.
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MOTORTREND MAGAZINES

This is a magazine redesign project for an advanced 
Photoshop class. I was able to run down to the local 
grocery store and pick out a random magazine to  
redesign and I decided Motortrend would be my
victim for design. I decided to come up with some  
fake issues and stories to be a little comedic.

I was able to utilize Adobe Stock for the majority of 
stock images for this project. My main objective was 
to get the car salesman to be a part of the design.
The first thing I chose to accomplish was to make the 
logos and bottom right bar code stamp vectorized.
I was really drawn into the typography (using font 
Oswald) of Motortrend and enjoyed keeping that trend 
with the two covers. All of the lighting was done in 
Photoshop raw, filters, adjustments, and lighting 
effects. InDesign was lastly used for layout and proper 
export for print.

The final product included two different edition covers, 
a table of contents, and a subscription page for web. 
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YOUNG DOLPH ALBUM

This is a redesign school project for a Young Dolph 
music album. Young Dolph is a hip hop artist whose 
previous album art was lacking something unique and 
eye catching, which gave me the perfect opportunity 
to design something over the top to turn heads.  
I feel this is what the hip hop industry needs at  
this time and ridiculous things are bold.

I was able to find a strong high quality image of 
Young Dolph standing up throwing up a peace sign 
which I would end up using for the main album image.  
With the help of Photoshop, I was able to manipulate 
clothing, skin, position, color, shadows, highlights and 
most importantly the money. S0me small additions  
include some mouth grills, much better eye-wear,  
and a huge gold watch with some diamonds on it.  
The three social media posts were made using  
references of his real neck chains. 

The final product included a CD cover design and  
three social media ads based around song titles in  
his Role Model album.  



INSTAGRAM POST 1 INSTAGRAM POST 2 INSTAGRAM POST 3

REAL ALBUM COVER
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SURREAL PROJECT

This is my surreal project for a Photoshop class.
The main objective was to photograph myself and 
implement that photo into a surreal world or design.  
This is my Elon Musk egg-shaped world featuring 
some of Elon’s accomplishments.

I started this project with a flat stock image of the 
earth and all the planets. Photoshop was the program 
I used for the majority of this project.  I used transform 
manipulation, camera raw, color selection, layer  
effects, brush, pen, smudge, warp, and plenty more.  
I had to especially touch up my hand because my nails 
aren’t usually manicured. The last of the project was 
done in InDesign to finalize for print.

The final product included an 11x17 Elon Musk inspired 
poster that displays his accomplishments in Space.
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EVENT CAMPAIGN

This is a local event campaign that I found to meet 
my class project requirements. I chose an event on 
my birthday that I would have the most fun designing 
an event poster for. The whole project required me to 
design a poster, a front/back flyer, a front/back ticket 
design and social media designs for various sizes. 

Pinterest provided me a high quality image  
of Bad Bunny posing with his hands together.  
This pose serves perfectly as a centerpiece for all  
of the designs. Photoshop provided me the tools to  
manipulate color, utilize the pen tool for reflections, 
and place paparazzi how I liked. Illustrator was used 
for all logos in the design. InDesign was used for  
final layout manipulation, typography and print.

The final product included a larger poster design,  
tickets, and flyer with the tour schedule on the back. 
I was very happy with the feel of this design and 
would think that the artist would have appreciated 
something along these lines. 
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THE LODGE WEB DESIGN

A design project for an advanced Photoshop class.
I decided to design two pages of The Lodge at Torrey 
Pines to display how truly nice the hotel and its  
amenities are.

The pages were designed in Photoshop, but previously 
a basic boxed layout was made to show myself what 
areas I would dedicate for what.  All images brought  
in were converted properly for web with RGB.  
Illustrator was used for the logos. The hero image  
was cropped and manipulated using color selection, 
pen, and shapes. A huge amount of layer comps were 
used to switch between different designs. 

The final product included two web pages that  
expressed luxury with golf and hotel. 
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OZOMB ZOMBIE WEBSITE
VIEW LIVE:  greathue.com/ozomb

An HTML & CSS web design project for class. 
I chose to create a zombie fan site for the lovers of 
zombies and the undead. In the website are several 
pages ranging from general information to various  
locations to live to dodge the zombies. The money  
generator is located in the gear guide which will  
redirect users to Amazon gear.

Photoshop was used to determine the look and lay-
out of the website. I then took different images in the 
design back into Photoshop to create animated .gifs 
to move eyes and create rotation through ads. The use 
of style sheets were used to properly create an HTML 
and CSS website.

The final product included a fully designed and coded 
zombie-related website for those seeking more infor-
mation about the undead and how to kill them. 
(Check out the experts page online)
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CAN ILLUSTRATION

This is my can packaging Illustrator class project.
The objective was to design a cylinder-type product 
and make it in all vector. I came to an agreement  
with my instructor to create an El Pato can design.  
After creating plenty of roughs, I figured a duck  
needed to be the center of this front artwork.  
Red ripe tomatoes had to accompany my duck  
due to this being the best Tomato sauce around. 

Illustrator was the only program used in the making of 
this design. I was able to have a lot of fun with the can 
marketing details on the back of the can. The brand 
was also able to show appreciation towards my proj-
ect on Instagram. The final product included a vector 
ready slip designed for stick on a grocery can.
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CRACK SHACK MENU

A unique class project for a redesign of the Crack 
Shack menu. Crack Shack is a recent local chicken spot 
that has been featured on TV shows like Man v. Food. 
The Crack Shack is known by all to be very “cocky”, 
so my objective was to design a bold and attractive 
design for all ages. I was able to have a lot of fun with 
this menu due to the need of imagery. 

Due to the Crack Shack appealing to families  
and younger individuals, I knew this was a great  
opportunity to create some unique food illustrations 
that match the menu items.  I used Illustrator for all 
graphics and logos to make sure everything is vector. 
InDesign was used for the layout and typography. 

The final product included a unique four-page restau-
rant menu design with multiple illustrations made for 
easy print costs and attractiveness across all ages.
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SWELL BREWERY MENU

A freelance job for an Australian Brewery with a very 
modern look and feel. They reached out to me through 
Fiverr and were looking for a redesign. The project had 
to undergo plenty of changes due to the owners not 
being sure of what they wanted. But through it all, 
the final product provided was what they needed.

The menus were to be on a clipboard and the beer 
menu had a lot of description to include. The biggest 
struggle I had was getting all the type to fit and be 
legible to those who drink. InDesign gave me the  
opportunity to utilize paragraph and character styles 
to control the type in the design. InDesign was also 
used for all layout. Illustrator was used for any graph-
ics and logos (some of which were provided by client). 

The final product included a three page design  
including a cover for the Australian brewery.  
If Swell needs any changes in the menu, they contact 
me to provide a new PDF.
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MOVIE POSTER & 
NETFLIX REDESIGN

This is a redesign school project for a Rocky movie 
poster along with a Netflix page design. Rocky is a 
heroic and iconic figure who deserves a bold look. 
Although he may be humble, he deserves to wear  
a crown in 2019.  
 
Photoshop was used to manipulate a towel and  
crown onto Rocky.  All of the highlights, shadows,  
color corrections were achieved by camera raw,  
adjustments, and brush selections. Rocky title  
was made vector in Illustrator along with logos.  
The silhouette of the city behind Rocky was achieved  
by making it in Illustrator. Credits were made in  
InDesign which also housed the layout of silhouette, 
background, text, and Rocky.

The final product included a print ready movie poster 
and a Netflix page redesign.  I used boxing gloves to 
use as an attractive thumbnail. I then used my Rocky 
for the page to give him the space he deserves.  
I switched up how type was displayed on the screen.
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BOOK  ILLUSTRATION

A quick book illustration to accompany the Rocky 
poster project.  Maybe this could one day become  
the one Rocky book containing all of his stories. 

My main objective here was to be able to come up  
with an illustration that included his famous scene 
from running up the steps. I was able to come up with 
background city landscape and landscape scenery.  

I was able to utilize the pen pool in Illustrator  
for everything in this project. The layout was done 
in InDesign to stack certain illustrations and type.  
The final product included a book illustration made 
ready for print.
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CHARITY  POSTER

This is a charity poster for Rotary International.
This was made as extra credit for an advanced  
Photoshop class. The main objective for this  
design was to focus on making something dark  
and themed with the season. 

I was able to obtain some nice stock images and  
create some web to make this a themed poster. 
Photoshop was used to create the majority of the  
elements. I believe I found success in this design  
due to the eye catching card. InDesign was used  
for the layout and typography of this print.

The final product includes a print ready document  
in CMYK for the season.
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BOOK ILLUSTRATION

The objective of this class project was to illustrate a 
book cover with typography being the main element. 
A colleague of mine came into the office one Morning 
animated with joy over Dapper Dan and the classic 
movie with George Clooney. I knew right then and 
there it was my duty to create something related to 
the movie. I chose to do my illustration on the classic 
movie “O Brother Where Art Thou”.  

Illustrator was the only program used for the making 
of this design. I was very happy with the outcome 
of the typography on the cover. A lot was learned in 
school with the making of this design.

The final product included a illustrated book cover 
with typography being the main element.
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HEINZ VS FRENCH’S

Everyone knows that Heinz ketchip and French’s  
mustard have been secretly at it for generations.  
The fact that both companies hide their anger  
towards each other so well astonishes me to this day. 
I decided to take the liberty to get Heinz to speak up 
against French’s with this illustration of a Heinz rocket 
ship lifting French’s mustard bottle deep into space.   
This is of course only one of the hundreds of battles 
these companies are going to have together.

The process involved a lot of pen work in Illustrator. 
Illustrator was the only program used in the mak-
ing of this design. The finished product included a 
humor-filled print ready document of an illustrated 
rocket ship inspired by Heinz ketchup and a French’s 
mustard.
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BREWERY  POSTER

The main objective for this class project was to illus-
trate a poster to get clients into an establishment.  
That same month, Karl Strauss removed happy hour 
which then removed my happiness. I took action by  
creating a happy hour poster to let the world know 
that Karl Strauss decided to bring it back.

The idea of this ad is to get people to look forward to 
not only getting a beer at the local pub, but to feel as if 
a trip there is the same as a trip to the beach.  

I chose to have a free flowing shape hold the back-
ground scenery to vary from all the other block ele-
ments. Illustrator was used in all the making of the 
imagery and typography elements. The final product 
was a vector ready document ready for print.
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PORTRAIT ILLUSTRATION

This is my portrait project for an Illustrator class. 
I decided to pick out a baseball player to create a  
card portrait design. My choice ended up being  
Manny Machado, a huge pick-up for the Padres.
My illustration objective was to focus on his eyes  
and mouth/lips the best I could and keep with my  
organic style.  I was able to achieve this by really  
creating depth in reflection. 

Illustrator was the only program used in the  
making of this vectored Manny Machado.  
A lot of pen work was needed for shaping,  
skin color, and shadow/highlights. The final  
product included a vector ready illustrated  
Manny Machado ready for print.
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MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION

My main objective for this project was to illustrate 5 
or more items in a topic to be able to combine in a set. 
My father being a retired doctor inspired me to try to 
create something that can be compiled together and 
eventually become frame worthy for a doctor’s office.

This is an Illustration of a doctor set I came up with.
Combining items was necessary to make almost  
everything feel grounded. I was able to learn a lot 
about Illustrator with this project and was able to  
really zone in on my pen skills. The final product  
includes a doctor set illustration that is not only  
for print but for fathers to enjoy.
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POSTCARD MAILER

This is a charity mailer project for an InDesign class.
I decided to take the opportunity to do a charity that 
is not only in the area, but one that does a lot of good 
work for the community. My objective was to use the 
current color scheme they had on the current website 
and create something colorful with a bit of illustration.

Illustrator was the primary focus for this project due 
to the creation of the vehicle, clouds, halos, and logos. 
I was able to do the layout in InDesign and organize 
type and illustrations together. There was required 
space on the front of the mailer for stamping and 
USPS regulations. 

The final product included a ready-to-mail charity  
mailer that included all the information needed 
to get people to do the right thing.




